
        Hello everyone. I hope you are all well and had a lovely weekend in the  

        sunshine. Below is this weeks work. 

  Maths topic this week is Money 

 Recognising coins. Get a 1c, 2c and 5c coin. Show them to your child and 

discuss them: 1c is smallest, 5c is the biggest etc. 

 

 Show children multiple 1c, 2c and 5c coins. Practice adding up 1c coins 

first (up to 5c)  

 

 Demonstrate that a 2c coin is worth two 1c coins and a 5c is worth five 

1c coins.  

 

Complete pages 122, 123, 124 of Maths book 

 

English 

 

Wordwall: 

Fun at the Park wordwall Line 4  

These words are ‘plan, take, for, walk. 

          Can you put these words into sentences (orally or written) 

          Remember to colour them in on the wordwall and say them. Write words      

          on flashcards. 

Now try to read pages 6,7,8 of Fun at the Park. 

 

Skills books A pages 57,58,59,60 (optional work). This work reinforces 

words learned and it is usually presented in a fun way.  I don’t want to 

over-burden anyone so it is optional.  

 

Phonics: 

 

         For online activities and revision of the letter sounds that we are 

         completing in the workbook this week:  

             Click on the link 

             https://slp.cjfallon.ie/ (or copy and paste this link if it doesn’t work)  

             

            Click on our phonics book -the first book on the screen ‘Sounds like  

            Phonics A  

            Click on Unit 4 The Zoo. Then click on z and x this week and revise  

            these sounds. 



        

           The children have some of these pages completed in their workbooks.    

           Please practise letter formation of these letters again at home and  

           to get your child to come up with words that begin with x an z.  

           Watch the x and z songs on youtube. Type in z joly phonics song 

           and it will come up. 

           Complete pages 73, 74 and 75 of Sounds like Phonics workbook. 

 

 

I think that’s enough for this week. Lots of fun outdoors is needed at 

this stage. Please refer to last weeks work for information on reading 

books online. Have a great week. 

 

Miss Boland  

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 


